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- $1 Million/year budget limit
- Two-year proposals



Application process

- Submit all responses directly into the 
Grants Management System (GMS) under 
the appropriate question header

- Be sure to respond to the questions in the 
application document—not GMS

- Upload all required attachments into GMS
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Application components
- Report on Progress (40%). Report on your jurisdiction’s most 

significant accomplishments over the past year, using data to 
demonstrate trends in jail population, as applicable. 

- Proposal (25%). Respond to standard proposal questions to 
describe how future grant funds will be used.

- Implementation Plan (30%). Attach a detailed implementation 
plan, including an anticipated timeline of activities and clear 
jail population impact calculations. 

- Data Use Agreement (5%). Upload your draft DUA, along with 
a short statement of your good faith efforts to execute the 
agreement in a timely manner. 
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Report on progress

- Section is embedded in the application as 
Question 10: Past Performance

- Tell us about all the great work you have 
done in the past year!

- Use data, as appropriate, to demonstrate 
progress
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Proposal

- Questions pertaining to your future use of 
funds and your proposed reform plan

- Key components:
- Jail population reduction
- Racial and ethnic disparities
- Community engagement
- Budget 
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Implementation plan

- Please use the Excel template provided
- Include clear impact calculations using the 

tab created by ISLG
- Include an anticipated timeline of activities
- Upload the file into GMS
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Data Use Agreement

- Work with ISLG and your legal team to 
advance a draft DUA for case-level data 
sharing

- Upload this draft (with any edits) into GMS
- Draft and upload a short statement of the 

progress made so far, as a sign of good faith 
efforts to execute the DUA in a timely manner
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Racial and Ethnic Disparities

- Review your jurisdiction’s data
- Identify where problems exist
- Explore possible remedies
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Community Engagement

Why does it matter?

Trust AccountabilityProblem-
solving
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Pillars of Community Engagement

1. Authenticity 
2. Accessibility and Transparency
3. Respect for Diversity
4. Commitment to Ongoing 

Engagement
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Resources
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Questions?


